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In this article we prove the Hahn-Banach theorem for normed linear spaces in the 
category of sheaves on a topological space X. Throughout, sheaves on the topological 
space will be dealt with as though they were actually sets using the internal language 
of this topos, for further details of which the reader is referred to [4]. In particular, 
this involves the use of intuitionistic rather than classical reasoning, The proof is 
nevertheless an adaptation of the classical argument, at least in the case of normed 
linear spaces over the real numbers, using Zorn’s lemma externally on the set of 
extensions of a functional. This external use of Zorn’s lemma is necessary to obtain 
the external existence of the required extension. The connection between normed 
linear spaces in the category of sheaves on X, sheaves of normed spaces on X and 
continuously indexed families of normed spaces over X is examined in [5]. 
It may be recalled [4] that the real numbers R in the category of sheaves on X are 
defined by taking pairs (ci, a^) of subsheaves of the sheaf of rationals Q satisfying 
(i) ti={q~Q/3q’~a’q<q’}/G={q~Q~3q’~a^q’<q}; 
(ii) Vqca’ Vq’Ea^ q<q’; 
(iii) VnENElqEci3q’Ea^q’-q<l/n. 
(iv) 3q’EQ q’ELih3qEQ qca’. 
The real numbers are the topological completion of Q. In particular, R is complete in 
the sense that every Cauchy approximation converges, where a Cauchy approxima - 
tion is a map N -rf OR such that: 
(a) V~EN~XER XEA,; 
(b) VncN3mcNVk,k’2m (xEA~Ax’EA~,-,Ix-x’I<~/~); 
and A is said to converge if 
3yERVnEN3mENVkam (x~Ak+]y-x]<l/n). 
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The proof of the Hahn-Banach theorem depends crucially on the existence of 
infima and suprema of bounded, non-empty collections of real numbers. However, R 
does not have this property. It was observed by Staples [7] that an extension of R 
existed, still consisting of cuts on the rationals, which did have this property. The 
extension *R may be constructed by taking pairs (6, a’) of subsheaves of Q satisfying 
(iv) 3q’EQ q’Ea*hgqEQ qEa’ 
(v) a^={q~Q13q’<qVq”~&q”<q’} and 
a’={qEQj3q’>qVq”dq”>q’}. 
While the reals R interpret as the sheaf of continuous real valued functions, the 
extended reals *R may be interpreted by the sheaf of which a section consists of a 
lower semicontinuous function fand an upper semicontinuous function jsuch that f 
is the greatest lower semicontinuous function which is less than f and dually. These 
extended reals are the order completion of Q, just as the reals are the topological 
completion. It will be these extended reals *R which will be taken to be the range of 
the linear functionals considered in the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
An equivalent axiomatisation of *R is obtained by replacing (iii) of the axioma- 
tisation of R by 
(iii)’ V~EN (q.q’)EQXQlqEdhq’Erihq’-q<~ Z0, 
I I 
noting that being non-empty is intuitionistically a weaker condition than that of the 
existence of an element, together with a suitable definition of equality. Then the 
extended reals *R may be shown to be *complete in the sense that every bounded 
Cauchy *approximation converges, where a Cauchy *appro.xitnarion is a map 
N 2 RR such that: 
(a)’ V~EN{XE*R~XEA,}#O; 
(b)’ VnEN3mENVk,k’am (x~A~~x’~A~,~-l/n<x-.~‘<ljn) 
and A is called bounded if 
(c) 3ycRt3mENVk~mxEAk+-y<x<y. 
This condition insures that the limit, if it exists, of the Cauchy *approximation 
satisfies condition (iv) of *R. 
A is said to converge if 
These bounded Cauchy *approximations will be referred to here simply as Cauchy 
*approximations. 
It may also be remarked that *R consists of the bounded elements of the reals in 
the booleanisation of the category of sheaves. In particular, the extended reals have 
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the property that for x, x’E*R x SX’ t, l(x’<x); and hence that 1-1(x =x’)+ 
x = x’. (For more detail see [6].) It will be these extended reals *R which will be taken 
to be the range of linear functionals considered in the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
By a normed linearspace in the category of sheaves on X is meant an R-module B 
together with a map N: R’+ 0’ such that: 
(i) VUEB~XER~UEN(X); 
(ii) Vu E B (a = 0~Vx E R’ a E N(x)); 
(iii) V~,~EBV~,~ER+(~EN(~)A~EN(~)+~+~EN(~+~)); 
(iv) V~EBV~,~ER~VAER(~EN(~)A~A~<~+A~EN(~~)); 
(v) VUEBVXER+ (u~N(x)4y~R+(y<x~u~N(y))). 
It may be shown that the condition (iv) is equivalent in the presence of the 
remaining axioms to the condition 
(iv)’ VUEBVXER+VAER(UEN(X)A~A~>O+AUEN(~A~X)). 
in which form it will be used below. The intuitive meaning of the definition is that N 
assigns to each x > 0 the open ball centred on the origin of B of radius x. The norm of 
an element a E B cannot necessarily be recovered by setting 
11u/= inf {x E R’) a E N(x)} 
since in general the infimum will not exist in R. The extended reals *R are a normed 
linear space (with N(x) = {a E *RI-x < a c x}) which cannot be given a norm: for 
further details the reader is referred to [2]. 
A linear map f from a normed linear space B to *R will be called a functional on B 
if 3x E R’ x E Bnd(f) where 
Bnd(f) ={x ~R+lZlx’<x Vu E B Vz E R’ (a E N(r)+-x’z <f(u)<x’r)} 
is the object of upper bounds on J Two functionals f, g will be said to have identical 
norms if Bnd(f) = Bnd(g). With these preliminaries, we may state the following 
Hahn-Banach theorem in the category of sheaves on X: 
Theorem 1. If A is a linear subspuce of a normed linear space B in the category of 
sheaves on Xund f is a functional on A then there exists an extension off to a functional 
g on the normed linear space B such that f, g have identical norms. 
To prove this we consider the collection of functionals h which extend f, that is 
whose domain is a linear subspace containing A, which agree with f on A and for 
which f, h have identical norms. We order the set of these extensions by h, s hz if the 
domain of hl is contained in the domain of hz and hl, hz agree on the domain of hl. 
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Clearly this is a partial ordering and for any chain of extensions the union of the chain 
is an extension and hence an upper bound for the chain. Applying Zorn’s lemma to 
this ser we obtain a maximal extension g defined on a linear subspace M of B. 
We show first that M is necessarily *closed in the following sense: for any 
subobject M of B the *closure *a is defined to be the subobject 
The *closure of M consists exactly of those elements b E B for which there exists a 
Cauchy *approximation in M converging to b. The subobject A4 is said to be *closed 
if 
V~EB(~EM~*+XER+VUEB (a~M+la-bun)). 
That is, any convergent *approximation in M converges to an element in M. 
This follows from: 
Proposition 2. If Mis a linear subspuce of a normed linear space B and g a functional 
on Mthen there is a unique functional go on the *closure *i@of M which extends g and 
for which g, go have identical norms. 
To prove the proposition we note that *a is linear as M is and for each b E *I@ we 
define a Cauchy *approximation A(b) on *R by 
This is a Cauchy *approximation, since: 
(i) For each n E N A(b), # 0: for 13x E R’ Vu E B (a EM * la -b E N(x)) is 
intuitionistically equivalent to 
VXER+~%ZEB(~EM~~-~EN(~)). 
(ii) VnEN3mENVk,k’rmg(al)EA(b)kAg(uz)EA(b)kS 
*-l/n <g(ul)-g(a&<l/n: 
for 3x E R’ x E Bnd(g) and for any n E N’ choose m E N such that m > 2xn. 
(iii) 3xER+ZlmENVk2m g(u)EA(b)k+-x<g(u)Cx: 
for ~X’E R* X’E Bnd(g) and 3y E R’ b EN(Y), so let x = x’( y + 1). Then for any 
k>l, 
g(u)EA(b),,-,aEMha-bEN(l/k) 
-*uEMI\u-bEN(1) 
+uEN(y+l) 
+ -x’( y + 1) <g(u) < x’( y + 1). 
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Thus the Cauchy *approximation A(b) on *R has a unique limit which we will 
denote by go(b). Clearly, for b EM, g(b) is the limit of A(b) and so go extends g. It 
remains to show that go is linear and that g, go have identical norms. 
(a) To show that for b E *fi, go(Ab) = Ago(b) for A E R, we must show that A(hb) 
converges to Ago(b) and the uniqueness of the limit gives go(Ab) = Ago(b): that is, we 
need to show that 
Vn~N3n~NVk~rn g(a)EA(Ab)~~-l/n<Ago(b)-g(a)<l/n. 
If A > 0 (so IA I= A), then for any n choose n’ such that l/n’< l/n ]A I. Then 
~/ENVI’~I (g(a)EA(b),.-,-l/n’<go(b)-g(a)<l/n’). 
Choose m > max (I/IA 1, I). Thus for k 2 m 
g(u)cA(Ab),c+Ab-ucN(l/k)hucM 
+b-u/AEN(l/mIAI)~uEM 
+ g(u/A) E A(b)r 
-*-l/n<-A/n’<Ago(b)-g(u)<A/n’<l/n. 
Similarly if A < 0. Finally, if i(A > 0 v A < 0), then A G 0 A A 3 0 and so A = 0: hence 
go(Ab) = go(O) = g(0) = 0 = Ogo(b) since 0 E M. 
But for any A E R we have 
~-I[A >OvA COvl(A >OvA CO)], 
hence we have shown ii(Ago(b) = go(Ab)). But these are extended reals, hence 
Ago(b) = go(Ab). 
Similarly, for bl, bZ E *i@, go(bI + b2) = go(bI) +go(bZ). 
(b) To show that g, go have identical norms we show that Bnd(g) = Bnd(go): that is, 
that 
Vx E R+[3x’ <x Vb E *A? Vz E R’ (b E N(z) + -x’z < g,_,(b) < x’z) 
~~x”<xVUEMVZER+ (aEN(zx”z<g(u)<x”z)]. 
The forward implication is obvious, for if a EM, then u E *fi For the reverse 
implication take x’: x”< x’< X. Then for b E *it? and I E R’ such that b E N(z) we 
will show that -x”z < go(b) s X”Z and hence that --x’z <go(b) Cx’z. 
Suppose go(b) > x”z v go(b) < -x”z. If go(b) > x”z, then 
3n, n’~ N: x”z <x”z + l/n < x”z + l/n’< g,,(b). 
Then take n”o N such that l/n”< l/n’- l/n and thus 
(1) 3mENVkam VUEB (g(u)cA(b)k+ -l/n”<go(b)-g(u)<l/n”). 
Choose k E N such that k 3 max (m, nx”). Then as b E *it? 
(2) -113u~B (ucMI\u-bEN(l/k)). 
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If a EM is such that a -6 E N(l/k) then a -b E N(l/nx”) and, as b E N(t), we have 
a cN(z+ llnx”). Hence --x”z- l/n <g(a)<x”z + l/n andso go(b)-g(a)> l/n”. 
Thus (2) allows us to conclude that 
11% EB (aEMAa-bEN(l/k)~g~(b)-g(a)>l/n”) 
which is just 
113~ E B (g(a) E A(bh A go(b) -g(a) > l/n”), 
contradicting (1). Similarly go(b) < - x”z leads to a contradiction. 
Therefore we have ?(gc(b) > X”Z v go(b) < -x”z) and hence go(b) < X”Z A go(b) L 
--x”Z. 
If a linear functional h also extends g then it is easy to see that the Cauchy 
*approximation N - A “) flgR, given by 
A’(b), ={h(a)la EM A a -b E N(l/n)}, for each b E *&?, 
converges to h(b). Since Vu EM g(a) = h(a), A’(b) = A(b) and so go = h. 
Thus go is the unique functional extending g. 0 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we see that M must be *closed and hence 
ii-closed: that is, that Va EB (11~ EM+ a EM). So it suffices to prove that 
Vu E B -11a EM. Intuitionistically, this is equivalent to establishing the truth of 
-Ela E B la EM: that is, to showing that an open subset UcX over which 
3a E B ia E M is valid is necessarily empty. Suppose that U c X is an open subset 
over which 3a E B la EM is valid, then there exists an open covering {U,} of U 
over each set of which there is an a, E B( U,) satisfying la, E M( U,). If U c X were 
non-empty then it would be possible to choose an open, non-empty subset U. of U 
and an aoE B(Uo) such that ia0 E M(Uo). Then the existence of this section a0 
contradicts the maximality of g by the following result: 
Proposition 3. If M is a linear subspace of a normed linear space B and g is a 
functional on M and a0 is a point of B such that ia0 E M, then g can be extended to a 
functional go on MO = (6 E B I3a EM 3A E R b = a + hao} such that g, go have iden- 
tical norms. 
Clearly MO is a linear subspace of B. Also the representation of b E MO is unique 
sinceifa+Aao=a’+~aoandjA-~~>O,thenao=(1/(A-~))(a-~‘)~Mwhichisa 
contradiction. So ]A -p 1 s 0 and hence A = p and a = a’. 
Since 3x E R’ .r E Bnd (g) and zero is a lower bound for Bnd(g), Bnd(g) has a 
greatest lower bound x0: *R has the property that if a subset A of *R is non-empty 
and has an upper (lower) bound then it has a least upper (greatest lower) bound. 
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Then Vn EMVZ E R- (n EN(Z)+ --xoz ~g(a)<.u,,c). Let 
A={-g(a)-.uo;Ia~Mr\a+ao~N(z)} 
and 
B={-g(u)+.r~~~uEMhu+u~EN(z)}. 
Since 
3u~M3y~R+ urn 
and 3y1 E R’ a0 E N( yr), both A and B are non-empty, and A has an upper bound, 
,~~y~, and B a lower bound -xoyl. 
Also A s B since 
u,,u~EMhu,+uOEN(z*)hu~+u0EN(z*) 
+u~-uzEN(z~ +.72)AUl-U;?EM 
+--g(u*)-xozl s-g(u*)+xozz. 
Thus sup A and inf B exist and sup A c inf B. Choose r. E *R such that sup A s 
ros inf B and define go by go(u +Au,) = g(u) +hro. 
Then go is clearly linear and it remains only to show that g, go have identical norms: 
that is, that Bnd(g) = Bnd(go). So we need to show that 
VXER+ (~.Y”<~V~EM~VZER+ (ban-,-x”z<go(b)<.r”-_) 
++3.K'<.KVUEhft/zER+(UEN(Z)'+-,K'Z<g(u)<,K'Z)). 
The forward implication is obvious. For the reverse implication, take sl, x” E R’ 
such that .K'< x1 <x"< .K. Hence xl, X”E Bnd(g) and if u + Au0 E MO it is asserted that 
-xrz Gg(u)+AroGxrc. 
For, if A >O, then IAl =A and 
as x1 E Bnd(g). 
--, -x1z S--XOZ Sg(u)+Aros,u,z SxIz 
Similarly if A < 0. Again, if l(A > 0 v A C 0), then A < 0 A A z 0 and so A = 0. Then 
gdu + Auo) = g(u) and -xlz~-xoz~g(u)~xoz~xlz. 
Since for any A we have ??(A > 0 v A < 0 v i(A > 0 v A < 0)), we have shown 
-~l(-_xrz <f(u)+Arosxlx). 
Butfory,y’E*R,ycy’oi(y>y’),hence -,~,,-9f(u)+Aro~x1=.~ 
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This completes proof of Hahn-Banach theorem normed spaces the 
reals. 
theorem is true for normed spaces the scalars 
elements of which is Rx R, and the functionals take values in *C which is *R x *R. 
In both cases the operations of addition and multiplication are defined as usual and 
we write the complex number (x, y) as x +iy where i is (0,l). The norm Ix +iyj of 
x +iy in both cases is the positive root of x2+ y* since square roots of positive 
numbers exist in both R and *R. For a complex functional f on a complex normed 
space f(a) = g(u) +ih(a), where g and h are real functionals, and since f(ia) = 
g(ia)+ih(iu)=if(a)= -h(u) +ig(u) we see that f must be of the form f(u) = 
g(u)-ig(iu) where g is a real functional. Also any real functional g on a complex 
normed space gives a complex functional f by defining f(u) = g(u) - ig(iu). 
Thus to prove the theorem for complex normed spaces we first note that if f is a 
complex functional defined on a linear subspace M of the complex normed space B, 
then f is of the form f(u) = g(u) - ig(iu) where g is a real functional on M. So g may 
be extended, by Theorem 1, to a real functional go on B, regarded as a real normed 
space, such that g, go have identical norms. We now let f. be the complex functional 
on B given by fo(b) = go(b) - igo which clearly extends J Thus it remains to show 
that f, f. have identical norms, that is, that 
The forward implication is obvious. For the reverse implication we have 
~x”<xVUEMVZER+ (u~N(z)+(u)~<x”z) 
+3x”<x Vu EMVZ ER+ (a ~N(z)+~g(u)~<x”z) 
and hence, since g, go have identical norms, that 
(3) 3x”‘< x Vb E M Vz E R’ (b E N(z) + Igo(b)j < x”‘z). 
Now choose x1, X’E R’ such that x”‘< x1 < x’< x and for b E B and b E N(z) we will 
show that PO(b)1 < xlz and hence Ifo(b)l < x’z. 
We prove that (Ifo(b)l = 0 v Ifo(b)l > 0) + PO(b)1 G xlz from which it follows 
immediately that jfo(b)l c xlz as we have ll<lfo(b)l = 0 v Ifo(b)l > 0) and for y, y’~ 
*R ( y s y’)t+l( y’ < y). For the case Ifo(b)j = 0 evidently Ifo(b)l c xlz. So we consider 
the case Ifo(b)l> 0. The proof that follows is an adaption of an argument of [3] taking 
account of the difficulty that fo(b) is not a complex number and hence a scalar but an 
extended complex number. 
Now, for y E *R and any n EN we have that l13q1, q2 E Q such that q1 is in the 
upper cut of y and q2 is in the lower cut of y such that q1 -42 < l/n, hence, that 
113qcQq<yAy-q<l/n and -ElqEQ y<qhq-y<l/n. 
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In particular, if jy[ > 0, then 17( y > 0 v y < 0) and hence 
113q~Q @+&=~Y~+-Y~<~/~. 
As If~(b)l> 0 we have -~-~(lg&)l> 0 v /go(ib)I > 0). If Ig&)( > 0, then 
i(lgo(ib)l > 0) + go(ib) = 0 +f0(b) = go(b) 
and the result follows from (3). If /go( > 0, then 
3r, s E Q 0 <r < Igo A 0 <s < Iga( 
and we choose n EN such that (/go(b)/ + Igo(ib)l)/n min(r, s) g (xi -x”‘).z. Then for 
this n we have 
(4) ll%o, 41 E Q 0 < r < h01< Igo( A 0 <I < hl< lgo(ib)l 
A ho-go(b)l<lln A le-go(ib)l< l/n. 
Suppose there exist such 90, q1 and let q be the complex number qo + iqi. Then lql> 0 
and 
lfo(b)l =l4/~9l~lfo(b)l = Ifowlsl)b)l 
= lg0((cTll~l)b)-ig0(((i40-4dllql)~)l. 
Also go(((iqo-qdllql)b) = (lllql)(qogo(ib) -qlgo(b)), as go is R-linear, and (dlql)b E 
N(z) since Iq/lqll= 1 and b E N(z). Hence, 
s x”‘z + (l/lq/)(lqoa -qlgo(ib)j + 1-4041 +gogo(ib)l), by (7) 
c X”‘Z + (I401 + Iqll)h 141 
Sx”z + (Igo + Igo(ib)l)/n min (f, s) 
Thus from (4) we have ~l(lfo(6)l sxiz) and hence that Ifo(b)l sxiz as If,,(b)\, 
xrz E *R. 
Similarly if Igo > 0 and thus as we have il(lgo(b)l> 0 v Igo > 0) we have 
shown -4d~)l cxlz) and hence Ifo(b)( < xlz. 
This completes the proof of the complex case. 
Although the theorem has been stated here for the category of sheaves on a 
topological space, it should be noted that the proof remains valid in any topos defined 
over the category of sets in which the normed linear space considered has the 
property that any subobject with non-trivial support has a section defined over a 
non-trivial subobject of 1. It remains valid, in particular, in any category of Heyting 
valued sets. An alternative proof of the theorem may be obtained by working in the 
booleanisation of the category of sheaves using non-intuitionistic arguments to 
establish the existence of an extension of the functional. However, that this extension 
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is norm-preserving must then be proved by constructive methods analogous to those 
used here. 
The work of Mulvey [5] has shown there is an equivalence between the category of 
Banach spaces in the category of sheaves on a topological space X and both the 
category of continuously-indexed Banach spaces over X and the category of Banach 
sheaves on X. In the context of Banach sheaves, Banaschewski [l] has established 
that the Hahn-Banach theorem fails to hold over all but the most trivial spaces when 
functionals are taken to have values in the Banach sheaf of bounded continuous real 
valued functions on X. The above theorem establishes the Hahn-Banach theorem 
for Banach sheaves for functionals into the Banach sheaf of bounded sections of *Rx. 
An analogous result may obviously be formulated for continuously-indexed normed 
or Banach spaces over X. Moreover, it may be shown that *R is the injective 
envelope of R in the category of Banach spaces over X, establishing the necessity of 
the consideration of *R. 
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